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Quantum Electrodynamics (QED)
• Quantum electrodynamics (QED) is one of the most rigorously tested 

theories of modern physics for which He - the simplest multi-electron atom -
is a key test-bed (more complex atoms e.g. alkalis, are intractable)

• Energy levels can be determined via a power series expansion of the fine-
structure constant a to a high level of accuracy

• Ultrahigh resolution lasers and frequency combs have enabled 
measurement of He transition intervals with an accuracy exceeding one part 
in 1011 to test QED theory – and stood the test!

• Transition rates are much harder to measure, and theoretical calculations 
are similarly constrained in accuracy:  difficult to challenge QED – thus far.



QED and the proton radius puzzle
• Discrepancies in the proton radius arose in spectroscopy of muonic- and 

electronic-hydrogen (involving QED) which differ by ~5s [Pohl et al. Nature
466, 213-216 (2010), H. Fleurbaey et al., PRL 120, 183001 (2018), N. Bezginov
et al., Science 365, 1007 (2019)] – the “proton radius puzzle” – new physics?

• Helium also has a nuclear “puzzle,” with 3He and 4He isotope shifts of the 
23S1→23P(0,1,2) (X. Zheng et al., PRL 119, 263002 (2017)) and 23S1→21S0 (R. J. 
Rengelink et al., Nat. Phys. 14, 1132–1137 (2018)) transitions disagreeing by 
2s in the nuclear charge radius – but recent news:  arxiv.org/abs/2306.02333

• More stringent tests of QED using different experiments are therefore 
important to provide independent validation or otherwise of QED.
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Tune-out and magic frequencies

The tune-out frequency is the frequency at which the atom no longer
scatters photons, and so it becomes “invisible”
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Metastable 23S1 helium (He*) :

• A long lived (~8000s) state that acts as an 

effective “ground state” for atom optics 

Hodgman et al. PRL 103, 053002 (2009)

• Has ~20 eV of internal energy enabling efficient 

single particle detection e.g. microchannel plate

See:  “Metastable helium:  Atom optics with nano-

grenades”, K.G.H. Baldwin, Cont. Phys. 46, 105 (2005)

He* BEC apparatus used for :

• Atomic physics:  He* lifetimes, QED studies

• Atom lasers and atom guiding

• Quantum statistics and Bell’s inequalities

• Ghost imaging
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Metastable Helium
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Tune-out frequency calculation

First estimate of 
the 413 nm 
tune-out 
performed by
Jim Mitroy
(Darwin) & 
Li-Yan Tang
(Wuhan)
PRA, 2013
- 220ppm 

accuracy

Our present 
collaboration 
on QED theory 
with: 
Li-Yan Tang 
(Wuhan) &
Gordon Drake
(Windsor)
- 0.012ppm 

accuracy

413 nm

23S1 – 33P23S1 – 23P 23S1 – 43P



“Suppose the tune-out frequency can be determined to an absolute accuracy 
of 0.0001 nm, then the fractional uncertainty in the derived structure 
information would be 1.8 x 10−6. This would constitute the most precise 
measurement of transition rate information ever made for helium .……. A 
measurement of the 413.02-nm tune-out wavelength at an accuracy of 0.0001 
nm would have the potential to probe QED effects in an atomic structure 
model of the helium metastable state.”

He* tune-out theory

The tune-out ratio of transition strengths is 
more sensitive to QED contributions



He* tune-out measurements at ANU
• 2013 – PRA 88, 052515 Tune out wavelengths for metastable 

helium, J. Mitroy and L.-Y. Tang.  Predict test of QED ~220 ppm

• 2015 – PRL 115, 043004.  First He* tune-out measurement        
~5 ppm – insufficient to test QED, and theory only ~220 ppm

• 2018 – Australian Research Council grant with Li-Yan Tang         
and Gordon Drake (which improved theory to ~0.012 ppm)

• 2022 – Science 376, 199.  Measurement of He* tune-out at 
~0.36 ppm which tests the QED contribution of ~10 ppm
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First experimental 413nm detection

Experimental accuracy unable to 
determine QED contributions



MCP Detector

Laser collimated
He* Source

1st Magneto Optic Trap2nd MOT and   
BEC magnetic trap

Experimental apparatus

Zeeman slower
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New 413nm probe laser system

• More power

• Greater stability

• Spectral purity

• Cs cell reference
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New atom laser trap frequency measurement
Experimental sensitivity is 10-35 Joule!

Precision ~20 better than previously, enabling determination of QED contributions

Null measurement
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Systematic effects
Probe laser intensity

Broadband light
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Effect of laser polarisation
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Experimental error budget (MHz)
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Contributions – theory and expt.
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• “measurement of the 413.02nm tune-out wavelength at an accuracy of 
0.0001 nm [~0.24 ppm] would have the potential to probe QED effects”          
– J Mitroy & L-Y Tang (PRA, 2013)

• Our theory calculation is now accurate to ~0.012 ppm:  725,736,252(9) MHz

• Our experiment is now accurate to ~0.36 ppm:  725,736,700(260) MHz 

• Experiment has been able to resolve (by a factor of almost 30) QED 
contributions ~10 ppm and (by a factor of 2) retardation corrections ~0.7 ppm 

• The current discrepancy between theory and experiment is ~1.7s
• Without retardation correction, discrepancy is ~0.1s
• Using a new and completely independent method, and within the above 

uncertainties – QED is alive and well!

Conclusions
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